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Abstract 

A substantial effort has been made in the development of efficient algorithms 
for (both sequent ial and parallel) Datalog program evaluation. In this paper we 
discuss a Dataflow evaluation model and we show how standard algorithms for the 
bottom-up evaluation of Datalog queries can be significantly improved by means 
of enhancing the concurrency degree with a concurrent Dataflow evaluation model. 
We present a concurrent Dataflow algorithm for Datalog query evaluation and we 
evaluate a multithreaded implementation of it showing how, indeed in the mono
processor case, improvement is important. This algori thm can be evaluated in a 
multiprocessor without any change. Only the load balancing problem must be ad
dressed and we think that this paraUelisation scheme is more general and flexible 
than previously proposed ones. We also propose to extend semi-naive evaluation 
algorithm by performing elimination of duplicate facts at relational algebra oper· 
alion level instead of making that at intensional predicate level. Furthermore, we 
t hink t hat the Dataflow computational model is quite adequate for Distributed De
ductive Databases (DDD), like the one we can find irt the WWW , that is because 
<1uery evaluation irt such a djstributed database envirorunenl should be able to deal 
witlt large data flows originated in the various sites which participates in the ODD. 
Keywords: concurrent/parallel/distributed dataflow evaluation of Datalog queries. 

1 Introduction 

As set oriented processing is a very desirable characteristic for a database query language, 
it is commonly assumed t hai deductive databases, defined by Data.log [1)[2] [3] programs, 
arc usually evaluated bottom-up. Syntactically, a DataJog program P is a fi nite set, of 
Horn Clauses that define predicates. The predicate a lphabet Pred is assumed to be 
partitioned into two sets; E xtensional Database (EDB ) and lntcusional Database (lDB). 
£DB elements denote extensioua.lly defined factual predicates. The elements of the lDB 
denote intensionally defined predicates that correspond to relations defined by Datalog 
rules. The semantics of a Datalog program is given by means of its least Herbrand model. 

SubstanLial research has been focused on pure evaluation and optimisation techniques 
for the sequential evaluation of Datalog programs [I] [2] as weU as on parallel evaluation as 

' This work was funded by Llle '·Comisi6n Int,erministerial de Ciencia y Tecnologia'· (CICYT) under 
grant TIC91-0930-C02-0l. 
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a way of improving performance, which is particularly important in deductive databases 
as they require very expensive computational processes. 

A basic bottom-up approach that uses the logical rules as producti?n rules in Datalog 
programs, and a naive fixed point iteration is less efficient than a top-down approach. 
This is because of considerable redundant information being computed in every itera
tion. A semi-naive (2] algorithm is assumed in the bottom-up evaluation process. This 
uses incremental variables, that avoid having to compute redundant information, in or
der to perform the evaluation efficiently. Computing redundant information is not the 
sole difference between forward chaining and backward chaining approaches. Top-down 
approaches use an evaluation mechanism that is guided by the goal, avoiding computing 
unnecessary information. In order to perform an efficient bottom-up computation, the 
information that is present in the goal that is to be evaluated by means of its bounded 
variables, must be used to optimize the evaluation process. Taking into account these 

two sources of inefficiency, bottom-up is never much worse than top-down and sometimes 
it can be much better (18]. 

l n this paper we show how standard algorithms for the bottom-up evaluation of Dat
alog queries can be improved in two ways: avoiding some redundant computation that is 
still present in semi-naive algorithm and enhancing the concurrency degree in this algo
rithm. We present a new concurreut algorithm for Datalog queries evaluat ion. The basis 
for this algorithm is a data flow computational model (Dataflow Datalog: D2 ) which has 
very interesting features in concurrent, parallel and distributed Datalog queries evalua
tion. 

First, in the monoprocessor case, the algorithm, being concurrent, evaluates queries 
more efficienUy by overlapping synchronous f/0 and computation. A multithreaded im
plementation has been developed and evaluated for these algorithms which shows how, 
indeed in this monoprocessor case, a concurrent algorithm can lead to significant im
provement in the evaluation performance. 

Second, this kind of concurrent (dataflow) algorithm, which also runs on a multipro
cessor computer, allows fine grain parallel ism to be obtained for which an easy control 
of the size of the parallel grain is possible and which can achieve more intra-query paral
lelism than previously proposed parallelisation schemes for Da.talog. If we are to evaluate 
the concurrent algorithm in parallel we must cope with the load balancing problem to 
efficiently speed-up the query evaluation in a multiprocessor. Furthermore. the data Row 
model allows an exploitation of parallelism which is t ransparent to the language. A paral
lel multithreaded implementation for this algorithm has been developed and some results 
have been obtained evaluating its properties (speed-up. scale-up, memory consumption. 
etc.). We have also designed and developed a load balancing algorithm which includes a 
cost model of the parallel dataflow evaluation algorithm. 

Third, if we think of a djstributed database environment, a dataflow evaluation al

gorithm is more flexible regarding database fragmentation as is discussed below. This 
kind of algorithm is able to deal more naturally than non-dataflow evaluation algorithms 
with the large and slow data flows that are generated by querying a database distributed 
over the internet. Furthermore. the incremental nature of the pipeline computation al
lows an early generation of answers even if the query is not completely computed. All 
these features could make the dataflow evaluation model a nice candidate for Distributed 
Deduct.ive Database (DDD ) applications as are search engines for WW'vV. 
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2 DataFlow Datalog: D 2 

Looking at the Semi-Naive (SN) algorithm for the Bottom-Up eva:luation of Datalog 
queries (see figure 1) we can see that it is easy to think of several improvements to make 
it more efficient. For example it is possible to evaluate the relational algebra equat ions 
obtained"from the TDB (the rules in the Datalog program) without. any order in each 
algori thm's iteration. We can go farther and evaluate concurrently instead of in sequence 
all the expression in eal:h algorithm's iteration (see figure 1), if we assign a thread to the 
evaluation of each one of the algebraic equations in order to overlap computation and 
synchronous IjO. Such an multithreaded algorithm would also run in a multiprocessor 
without any change. Only load balancing must be considered and threads should be 
assigned to processors. 

Unfortunately, if we are thinking about a parallel evaluation of the Datalog queries this 
kind of algorithm imposes very strong synchronisation conditions between the threads: 
the iteration concept and the termination detection. On the other hand, the whole 
algebraic equation (the algebraic version of a preclicate) doesn't look to be the better 
functional unit for decomposition in order to obtain the adequate grain size. T here
fore a more sophisticated transformation of the algori thm is needed to get an adequate 
concurrency level to be efficiently put to use in a parallel evaluation. 

ALGORITHM CONCUilRENT GENERAL SEMI-NAIVE 
INPU1': A systan of aJsebraic equatioDS L each linear in its left hand side Vllriable. 

llld Ill CO<ICilSion.al database 
OIJTPVT: Tho values of !he variable ~latloos R, •••. ,R.. 
METHOD: 

FORi;-; I TOnDOD1 ;-;0; 

FORi:= I TO aDO R, := 0; 

REPEAT 

FOR i:• I TOn DO CONCtl1UlEN1LY 
BEGIN 

0 1 := E1[R1, ••• ,D, ... .R.J·R.; 
R. :=D1vR.; 
IT 0 1 " 0 THEN oo1lAI ;= 6ol.to; 

UNTILcond: 
FOR 1:• I TOn DO OVTPtrr(R1) . 

END METHOD 

Figure l: A Concurrent Semi-Naive algorithm for the evaluation of Datalog queries. 

With parallel evaluation in mind, the first issue to cope with is how to decompose 
a Datalog program into functional units (tasks) which will be assigned to processes or 
threads. All the functional uni ts assigned lo the same processor will constitute the only 
oue multithreaded process in that processor which will perform a part of t.be paral
lel/distributed evaluation algorithm. Relational algebra's operators don't appear to be a 
bad option for being the functional units. First ly, LrallSla.tion from a Datalog program lo 
an algebraic program is well defined [1] [2] [3]. Secondly, there is a significant amount of 
related work in the context of (parallel) relational technology and it is well known how 
these operators can be parallelised [19] and therefore the size of the parallel grain ca.n 
be easily controlled. Thirdly, these operators, be.ing monotonic [1] [3] can be evaluated 
incrementally allowing pipeline parallelism. 

All these characteristics a.ppear lo point to a. parallel dataflow evaluation model in 
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which all intra-query, intra-operator and pipeline parallelism can be obtained. Neither 
parallel evaluation of Datalog programs or dataflow parallelism (in relational databases) 
are new ideas but parallel dataflow evaluation of Datalog is and we.think that it is far 

better and general than other techniques for parallel evaluation of Datalog. 

2.1 Dataflow Evaluation Model and Algorithms 

Some of the more interesting characteristics of the dataflow model are that the final or 
intermediate results are passing as data symbols between the operations; the concept 
of shared memory which is implicit in the traditional notion of variables does not ex
ist; the program sequence is only restricted by data dependencies between operations. 
The operations can be executed immediately if their operands are (partially) available. 
This means that many instructions can be processed simultaneously and asynchronously. 

Dataflow computations are purely functional and sideways effect free. AU these charac
teristics make a dataflow model adequate for parallel and distributed implementation. In 
D2 parallelism is completely transparent to the language. 

A dataflow graph is a directed graph whose nodes are the dataflow instructions and 
whose arrows send data symbols between instructions. Each instruction bas an operator, 
one or two operands and one or more destinations to which the results will be sent. 
The dataflow graph shows the sequencing constraints (data dependencies) between the 
instructions. We will use these graphs to describe the D2 programs that we are to evaluate. 
The D2 programs can be recursive thus dataflow graphs can be cyclic. More concurrency 
can be obtained from cyclic graphs (that is from iterative programs) by unfolding the 
iterations [20]. We are considering an event-driven [22] [23] approach with only two levels 
of abstraction. The first one is defined at a relational algebra operators level and the 
second one at a relational algebra Lntra-operation (parallel implementation) level. The 
second level is defined to a llow parallclization of heavy instructions (like .Joins, etc.) and 
to fa<.:ilita.t.e load balancing. 

Let us start by considering the dataflow parallel evaluation of Datalog queries by 
introducing a dataflow version of Naive algorithm. Note that, at the moment, we are 
ignoring problems like optimising by rewritten and load balancing. In a dataflow evalu
ation we must consider the decomposition of the program into functional units (tasks). 
We want to obtain a set of concurrent operations, purely functional (without side ef
fects) and amenable for a parallel evaluation with the only restriction of dependencies 
between data used by the operations. The well known eqwva.lence betwee11 logical and 
algebraical approaches to Datalog evaluation [l] [2] [3] helps in the decomposing of the 
Datalog program as relational algebra operators are the functional ttnits. 

The Datalog program LP is translated to an equivalent algebraic program AP. then A P 
is compi led onto a dataflow graph DC in which nodes are relational algebra operators and 

arcs express data dependencies between operations. Finally DG is evaluated concurrently 
(in a rnonoprocessor) or in parallel (in a multiprocessor). The nodes in the dataflow 
graph can be: relational algebra operators, extensional database relations and intensional 
database relations. Concurrency bel ween Op!llalions in the dataflow graph is only limited 
by data dependencies. Therefore a greal amount of concurrency can be obtained. Firstly, 
all the operations can be evaluated concurrently (in parallel) as soon as they ltave (a parl 
of) its input arguments. and each operation can be evaluated incrementally. Secondly, 
the relational algebra operators can also be parallelised . This iu creases the concurrency 
degree and helps the lo<1d balanci ug during parallel evaluation. The figure 2 shows a 
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Datalog program, its equivalent algebraic equations and the dataflow graph associated 
with it. The topology of DG is not constant. Part of it may be implicated in a recursion 
cycle and part of it not. As an example the figure 2 shows DG after ~he first iteration of 
t he algorithm. 1\ote that the difference operator, as it is not monotonic, separates DG 
in two subgraphs. 

Thus the Datalog program LP is compiled onto a dataflow graph DG from which a 
concurrent executable program E is generated. In this concurrent program each node in 
DG is assigned to a task. lf the program is going to be evaluated in a monoprocessor each 
of the tasks will be assigned to a thread of the only one process that will perform the query 
evaluation. If we are in a multiprocessor (parallel or distributed evaluation) a process is 
placed at each processor which comprises the set of tasks assigned to t he processor and 
each task is assigned to a thread in that process. The t hreads communicate by message 
passing but, if they are in the same processor, communication will be as efficient as shared 
memory. 

IDB p(X):· q(X). 
p(X):· p(Y), r(X.Y). 
r(X,Y);- I(X), q(Y), X>'{, 
t(X,Y):· r(X,Y), -p(Y). 
v(X):· t(X,Y), I(Y), 
v(X):· v(Y), r(X. Y). 

O.talo1 Jlquatioas 
POO J Q(X) u n. <P(Y) ~" R(X, YJ> 
lt(X,Y);2 ""'' ( S(X) ~.., Q(Y)) 
T(X. Y) 2 R(X. Y) .. .., (Jl, R(X. Y) • P(Y)} 

V(X) 2 nx (T(X. Y) '"' S(Y)) u n,. (V{Y) .. .., R(X. Y)} 

,r-,~~ ~ r 
n 

~ 

figu re 2: A Datalog program. its Datalog E<tuations and the Dataflow Graph associated 
with it (after first iteration). 

lt is easy to realise that such au a lgorithm has a concurrency degree much greater than 
t he Naive one. Anyway, this algorith m still has many problems: iL computes redundant 
in formation like 1\aive docs ancl il still imposes very strong :synchronisation conditions 
between Llw threads as a consequence of I he iteration concept aud the termination detec
tion. 'I'hc first problem can be solved by performing a dataflow Semi-Naive evaluation. 
This evaluation i~ identical to the previously described but the incremental relaLion con
cept is introduced and thus the translation from LP to AL is slightly different. This 
fairly solves the problem of redundant computation but much more redundancy can be 
removed from computation. furthermore , more concurrency can still be enhanced in the 
algorithm because as 0 2 programs can be recursive and thus dat.anow graphs can be 
cyclic maintaining the iteration concept in the dataAow eva.luation could seriously shrink 
concurreucy. Therefore, the concept of itera tion should be eli mina.t.ed. 
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More redundancy can be removed by performing duplicate tuple elimination at rela

tional operator level instead at intensional predicate level as semi-uaive algorithm does. 

Our implementation of relational algebra operators keeps in the me,mory all the facts 

produced by the operation to perform the duplicate elimination (this algorithm is call 

Smart in Fig.3). Smart algorithm performs strictly less redundant computation than 

semi-naive one outperforming it even when evaluating in a monoprocessor (see Fig.4 and 

Fig.5). 
ln addition, as operations keeps memory of produced facts it is possible to evaluate 

the Datalog program completely asynchronously (in just one iteration). This is what 

algorithm ASN does and it is a consequence of the monotonicity property of relational 

algebra operators. In [25J there is a more in depth discussion of algorithm ASN. This 

algorithm has high concurrency degree and a good performance. There is no need to use 

incremental relations in algorithm ASN because each process keeps all the facts produced 

by it in memory and only produces really new facts. Therefore the dataflow graph for 

ASN evaluation is the same used for Naive one. 

ColtCIIIT'Citl 

1 

Figure 3: Improvements in Datalog evaluation made by ASN algorithm. 

3 Discussion and some Results on Performance 

The algorithm previously described had been implemented in C++. A threads library 

complying Pthreads standard was used and inter-process communication was imple-

mented by means of the PVM library. Some preliminary results have been obtained 

on it. evaluation. 

3.1 Concurrent D ataflow Evaluation of Datalog Queries 

Even in the monoprocessor case, the algorithm ASN performs quite differently from SN 

one. This is, in part., because of its different concurrency degree and therefore because of 

its capabilities of overlapping synchronous 1/0 and computations; and, in part, because 

of their different intrinsic efficiency. 

The fir ts analysis shows that ASN algorithm can be up to three Limes faster than SN 

algorithm in a monoprocessor evaluation. In figures 4 and 5 we show monoprocessor 

performance and memory consumption for these algorithms. It is easy to see that ASN 

(Smart because we are not considering concurrency) algorithm is not only consistently 

faster than the other ones but also less memory consuming. As we discussed before. in 
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algorithm ASN duplicate tuple elimination is performed at relational operator level. This 
reduces the generation of duplicate tuples (see F ig.5), increasing algorithm 's performance. 
Note that when evaluating in a monoprocessor performance results f9r algorithms ill the 
same horizontal line in Fig.3 a.re very similar. Also note that Fig.4 shows only CPU 
cost and that we are not considering the effect of (overlapped) 1/0 when comparing with 
semi-naive algorithm. Graphs used in evaluation are described iu Table 1. 

--ASH 

--SNOI 

--Dr-SH 

--SfDSH 

Figure 4: Comparison of the time consumed by the several algorithms during the evalu
ation of the closure of graphs Gl to G12 (without I/0). 

-1-,_ ,_ 
1200000 ,_ ---200000 

01 Q2 C3 0' 05 01 tn Gl 01 0 10 011 0 12 

Figure .j: Comparison of the nwnber of tuples generated by the several algorithms during 
the evaluation of t.he closure of graphs Gl to Gl2. 

3.2 Parallel Evalua tion of D atalog Queries 

The exploitation of parallelism in a database system is different from its use in general 
ptupose computer systems. ln a database system the use of parallelism is strongly de· 
tcrmined by the communication between the nodes of the system. The execution of a 
query in a parallel database system requires Data messages which are used to transport 
database data from one node to another and Control messages which are used to con
trol and synchronize the query execution and data transports. The number of Control 
messages can be reduced in a data flow approach. Distributed control helps in avoiding 
coutrol bottleneck and llms the system scales np belter. Data ftow is a natural way to 
exploit pipclining and therefore offers the opport unity to reduce a communication bot
tleneck further by sprea.ding che network load over the t ime. On the other hand d<~La. 
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Graph Out Generation Arc Max. Level Graph Graph Closure 
Name Degree Localit y Number Node H eight Width Si ze 

Gl 7 8 1368 109 32 42 64,613 

G2 2 80 1590 46 18 88 122,151 

G3 7 800 1494 20 6 249• 19,356 

G4 4 8 2400 353 152 15 269,675 

G5 4 80 3136 84 38 82 235,639 

G6 4 800 3255 35 19 171 86,565 

G'T 8 8 3684 497 227 16 298,984 

G8 8 80 5917 H •l 73 8 1 276,163 

G9 8 800 6273 61 40 156 160,104 

GlO 16 8 4866 629 303 16 309,520 

Gll 16 80 11093 210 105 105 297,945 

G12 16 800 11983 97 64 187 231.836 

Table 1: Description of the Graphs used in Performance Evaluation. 

Row means more asynchronous activity, more compet ition for a processor and a higher 
protocol complexity. 

3.2.1 Related Work on Parallel Evaluation of Datalog Queries 

Dataflow parallelism has been studied and applied of re lational databases [19] [24] . Re
lational algebra is a closed a lgebra of set oriented, monotone operators. This fact makes 
it an ideal candidate for parallel query execution. One way lo obtain a high degree of 
parallelism in query evaluation consists of partitioning data so that a relational operation 
could be decomposed into several other independent ones. each one working in a different 
part of the input data. On the other hand relational queries can be executed in a dataflow 
way using the output of an operation as another one's input and thus obtaining what is 
called pipeljne parallelism or program parallelism. 

The exploitation of dataflow pal'a.ilelism in relational databases is constrained by three 
facts: first , t he dataflow graph for relational queries hardly allows a large sequence of 
operations; second, some operators in relational databases, like sort and aggregation, 
don't produce any tuple unti l they have consumed its entire input; and third . usually 
there is an operation which is dominant in cost in a relational query. 

The first and second assertions are no longer true in the case of Datalog queries. The 
third one points to a problem which is addressed in D2 in two ways. In the first way, 
a hierarchical decomposition of the Datalog program is made and relational operations 
are parallelised according to its computational costs. Therefore nodes in the dataflow 
graph are at intra-operation level. In the second way, a load balancing algorithm has 
been developed which is based on a predictive cost model and which makes process to 
processor mapping. 

On the other hand, almost a ll approaches to parallel evaluation of Datalog progt·ams, 
and related effort in transitive closure paradiglll in the a lgebraic context. are aimed at 
obtaining coarse-grain paraJlelism [5-16]. ThE>.se can be classified as: Program Partition. 
Data Partition, and mixed approaches. 

Program partition schemes consider the fragmentation of the IDB into loosely coupled 
predicate subsets. These somewhat iudepen<fent predicate sets will be assigned to the 
different processors. This approach also implies EDB replication. Computational load 
is distributed between the processors because each of them evaluates a smaller program. 
The need to replicate EDB not only makes this technique have the problems associated 
with program part.itioning but also makes it generate, ustta lly. a much greater amount of 
communication because what. we are really parti tioning is t he logic program. 
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Data partition makes a partitioning (maybe a replication) of EDB relations and repli
cates rules which are slightly altered to avoid redundant processing and to include com
munication prim itives. This lcind of technique allows the Datalog program parallelization 
to have a reduced (for some kind of programs null) communication cost but on the other 
band requires a high data replication. 

Mixed approaches combine both data and program partitioning to perform a more 
flexible fragmentation . In any case, as we'll discuss later, in practice, EDB may end up 
being replicated in each node and this is not a very good option for database taking into 
account many considerations such as data size, redundancy, mutual consistency, updates, 
etc. In all three cases the evaluation algorithm is the same, perhaps Semi-Naive one, with 
commu nication capabilities to send tuples generated in eacb iteration to other nodes in 
whicb ident ical algorithms are running. All these algorithms are cooperating to evaluate 
the query. The original logic program may be parti tioned (both EDB and £DB) and 
perhaps modified with some hash func~ion to avoid computing the same results in several 
nodes. 

3.2.2 Parallel Dataflow Evaluation of Datalog queries 

If we take a look at the previous effort in parallelizing Datalog queries evaluation we 
can see that all these methods are based on three ideas: algorithm replication, database 
partition or replication and communication. The first difference that we can find when 
we compare 0 2 and other Datalog parallelization schemes is that while this last one 
replicates a somewhat altered version of the Semi-Naive algorithm, in 0 2 we have a 
really distributed evaluation algorithm. 

T he second big difference is about the data partition (data dcclustering) that is nec
essary for the parallel evaluation. Traditional Datalog parallelization schemes make data 
partition according to syntactic properties of the program. The method whi ch parti
tions the EDB does so by means of an homogeneous hash function generating equal 
size fragments. This is to equally divide computational load between processors making 
them evaluate the same logic program. slightly transformed with hashing functions and 
communication primitives, but with less uat.a. 

This produces several problems related to how data is partitioned. As data declus
tering is very imporla11t because it determinates how the load is distributed between 
processors and how much communication is generated, this aspect will greatly inllu
ence the performance. In very simple cases it is possible lO make the parti tion without 
any problem thus obtaining very efficient transformed programs with a reduced (maybe 
null) redundancy degree and a reasonable communication amount. But a clear partition 
scheme is only always possible for sirups (single rule programs). If we try to partition a 
multipredjcate Datalog program we' ll find that partitioning is not so clearly defined as 
we thought. We can think about makiug some kind of derived fragmentation of the EDB 
predicates according to the dependenc·y graph of the Data.log program and some other 
relations (EDB predicates) primarily fragmented but the same predicate can be used in 
the definition of several other ones. 

As a consequence of this. to set up a partition of the EDB relations in order to perform 
parallel query processing which takes into account all the predicate definitions in which 
any relation participates could he almost impossible. T he practical consequence is l.hal 
we'll need to replicate the database in every node. This. which is not very realistic in 
a database, doesn't imply negativE' consequences from the computational cosl point of 
view because it is possible to select which part of each relation we want to process in each 
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Load Balancing 1 Node 2 Nodes 3 Nodes 4Nodes s Nodes G Nodes 1 Nodes 8 Nodes 

Heuristic 372 196 181 154 148 133 166 117 

Round Robin 372 337 249 262 187 201 169 178 

Rando m 372 377 2& 220 193 275 191 149 

Table 2: Time for the parallel evaluation of a complex query over graph G3 wi th one to 
eight processors. 

node. From the communication point of view this doesn' t increase the communication 

cost. 
ln 0 2 computational efficiency of the parallel evaluation is not so strongly dependent 

on the Datalog program topology as dat a partitioning based algorithms are. Indeed, the 
relations of the EDB can be arbitrarily distributed and/or fragmented and this fact can 
be solved in D2 by means of the load balancing algorithm. On the other band, load 
balancing is a main issue concerning query evaluation in 0 2 because the scheduling/load 
balancing of the logic tasks over the available resources in an event-driven com putation 
has been shown to be an NP-complete problem. Thus, it is necessary to use heuristics 
operation scheduling and load balancing. Operation to processor mapping is based on the 
estimation of operation compleJdty. li these estimations are accurate enough heuris tic~ 

will result in a near optimal scheduling. 
The load balancing algorithm performs a smart clustering of the processes in the 

dataflow graph in order to assign equal size clusters to each processor. Clusters are built 
regarding inter process dependencies and interferences. Also some graph restructuration 
primitives like hashing and semijoin are used in order to facilitate load balancing. A 
more detailed discussion of the load balancing algorithm can be found in [25]. 

Table 2 shows some very preliminary results of the algorithm's performance. It shows 
the time (in seconds) taken by the ASN algorithm to evaluate the same query with one 
to eight processors. T imes are taken in a cluster of SuperSpa.rc-Solaris workstations. No 
data decl ustering or partitioning is considered i11 this performance analysis and all the 
EDB relations are assigned to the same processor (this is a very Lirni tating constraint ). 
No optimisation algorithm is applied and three load balancing algorithm are considered: 
heuristic, round robin and random assignment of processes. These are very preliminary 
results and we must st ill further improve load balancing algorithm and evaluate the 
implications of the EDB location in the algorithms performace. 

3.3 Dis t r ibuted Dataflow Evaluation of D a t alog Queries 

lf we consider the distributed database case. syntactic EDB parti tioning techniques based 
on program topology don't appear to be very adequate. ln a distributed database in
formation is fragmented considering the user's information requir<mlcnts. locality and 
frequency of data accesses, hardware pa:rarneters, etc. lt is easy to realise that syntactic 
partitioning (data declusteriog) is not compatible with distri buted query processing. 

Dataflow evaluat ion. on the other hand, does not have such a strong dependence 0 11 

data partitioning. ln D2 the properties of the program w.r.t. parallelization are not so 
dependent on the kind of the program we are considering: depency graph topology or the 
number of predicates. Furthermore. parallelism is transparent to the language, Therefore 

0 2 can be used for evaluating Datalug queries over an existing distributed database or 
over multiple (maybe distributed) databases. 

We think that this kind of algori thm based on a Dataflow computational model allows 
an arbitrary distribut ion of ED Bs and therefore is more Acxiblc regarding database frag-
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mentation as is discussed below. Furthermore Dataflow algorithms are able to deal more 
naturally than non-dataflow evaluation algorithms with the large and slow data flows that 
are generated by querying a database distributed over the internet. T,he incremental na· 
ture of the computational model allows an early generation of answers even if the query 
is not completely computed. All these features could make the dataflow evaluation model 
a nice candidate for Distributed Deductive Databases and for some kinds of applications 
like they could be search engines for WW.W with sophisticated query capabilities. 

4 Conclusions and FUture Work 

We have presented and ruscussed a new concurrent dataflow algorithm for the par
allel/distributed bottom-up evaluation of Datalog queries: Asynchronous Semi-Naive 
(ASN). In this algorithm a high concurrency degree is achieved. 

ASN algorithm perform strictly less redundant computation than semi-naive one. This 
lead to a significant improvement in evaluation outperforming traditional algorithms even 
when evaluating in a monoprocessor. 

The Dataflow computational model allows more intra-query parallelism in the Data
log program evaluation process to be obtained. Using this model, a concurrent (multi
threaded) implementation of the algorithm has been developed and evaluated. This algo
rithm can be evaluated in multiprocessors obtaining both intra-query and intra-operation 
parallelism in Datalog query evaluation. Currently, a parallel version of the system is 
being evaluated both in loosely and tightly coupled ilistributed memory multiprocessors. 
Furthermore, we think that the dataflow computational model is well suited for query 
evaluation in Distributed Deductive Databases. 

Some algorithms have been developed, and are being evaluated, to cope with the load 
balancing problem. These include a predictive cost model for the whole query evaluat ion 
system. We have developed an specialised algorithm to optimise the data flow evaluation 
process by fi ltering data flows according to the query bindings. [ t allows many kinds of 
integrity constraints to be propagated. A comparison of the optimisation algorithm with 
other ones is being developed. 
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